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Beef is the meat that comes from cattle. Below are the cuts of meat that come from cattle.                       
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 Read Beef- A good source of minerals on page 27

ActIvItY 1- ReAdIng foR meAnIng
 There are three levels of comprehension questions:

 Level 1 – Literal. The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

 Level 2 – Inferred. You need to make links between sentences and graphics (such as 
illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know

 Level 3 – Applied. The answer is in your background knowledge, what you already know or feel.  

1. Beef is the meat that comes from cattle. 

     TRUE   FALSE

2. Lean beef is a good choice for meals because it contains high levels of 

               Salt.

               Fat.

               Iron. 

               Sugar. 

3. What minerals are found in beef?

4.  Where were cave paintings of cattle found?

               Australia

               Europe

               Africa

               China
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ActIvItY 2 LAnguAge conventIons - speLLIng
 the spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined. 

 Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.

1. Beef meet comes from cattle.

2. Beef is a good sauce of minerals.

   

3. Differant cuts of beef can be used in cooking.   

 

 each sentence has one word that is incorrect.

 Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

1. Some cave panetings show people hunting cattle.

2. Beef is a comon meat. 

3. Beef has minrals in it.
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ActIvItY 3 LAnguAge conventIons - gRAmmAR
 Which word correctly completes these sentences? shade one bubble.

1. Jamie ate   ___________  meals of beef this week.

               one

               lots

               twice

               three

2. ___________  can be a fun activity for all the family.  

               Cook

               Cooking

               Cooks

            

3. Jeremy cooked the beef meal _____________

               good

               more better

               well
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ActIvItY 4 LAnguAge conventIons – punctuAtIon
 Read these sentences. some words and punctuation have been left out. 

 Which words and punctuation correctly completes each sentence? 

1. Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

     If we find a good recipe, can we cook it tonight.

               If we find a good recipe, can we cook it tonight!

                If we find a good recipe, can we cook it tonight?

                If we find a good recipe, can we cook it tonight,

2. Put the missing apostrophe where it should go in this sentence.

 Beef doesnt come from pigs, it comes from cattle.

3. Beef is ___ delicious type of meat.

            

     an

                a


